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Intro - EU Greening:

Institutional Challenge? 

• Greening is a challenge: 2020 is (20-20-20) while 2050 
target is -80% (no carbon in electricity, heating, homes 
& earth transportation)

• Challenge more institutional than technical: changing
cars, homes, appliances (fridge, tap or shower), cities & 
swimming pool, agriculture is: 

combining technology choices at all levels,

coordinating investment programs at all level,

creating and learning on compatible collective   usages, 
appliances & infrastructures at all levels



Greening: selected issues

• Problem of governance building:

Ex: coordination (vertical & horizontal) among 
institutions and decision-making units (notably 
public administrations, utilities and service 
providers) when building infrastructure, 
coordinating transport networks/accomodation…

• How to allocate roles and areas among layers of norms
and rules: regional / national / EU / international ? How 
to combine private and public ruling? Voluntary and 
mandatory rule making?



From ‘Grand Research Agenda’ to feasible

research topic: pragmatic assessment of 

available legal tools for cooperation



Introduction (1)
Motivation for the paper: focus on the substantive content of 
energy policies is insufficient >> we need to question directly the 
legal architecture for EU decision-making in the energy field

Many problems stems from the existing legal basis, but 3 main 
ones probably are:

• Plenty of legal basis but a piecemeal approach: problem of 
coherence

• Legal tools not specifically designed to address the 3 
objectives (e.g competition law to build markets): problem 
of adaptability of the tool

• Pb to cooperate among ‘pioneers’ = this need exists – look 
at Regional Initiatives (voluntary non-binding cooperation): 
problem of initiative at sub-Union level



Introduction (2)
Need for more coordination in energy at the sub-Union level because: 

possible economies of scale, political consensus (common problems), 
regional success already exist 

Problem: to get these benefits, we may need legally-binding coordination 
devices = voluntary bottom-up cooperation not enough sometimes

New Energy Article (Art 194 TFEU) of the Lisbon Treaty does not bring any 
easy solution:

Restates unanimity on energy mix and fiscal matters

Does not create new EU competence

Does not create new cooperation device

Research question: assessment of available/possible tools for greater
cooperation



Outline of the Presentation

Assessment of Available Tools for Greater Cooperation

Taking stock: Voluntary Cooperation

New Energy Community Treaty

Enhanced Cooperation within the Lisbon Treaty

Schengen-like Agreements outside the Lisbon

Treaty

Assessment of Schengen feasibility in the context of 

Nuclear Cooperation and Gas Security of Supply

Conclusion



Pragmatic Assessment of Available Legal

Tools for Cooperation



Voluntary Cooperation between Member

States: the Regional Initiatives
• Ex: The North Seas Countries’ Offshore Grid Initiative

– Launched end 2009 when nine Ministers (from Belgium, 
Netherlands, France, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, 
Luxembourg , Ireland and UK) signed a Political Declaration

– Deliverables: form common vision, develop multilateral cost-
benefit analysis, identify barriers to coordinated development
of infrastructure

• Important for first steps

• Problem of generalization – initiatives can be competing

• The scope is limited and differentiation on a more 
ambitious scale will require legally-binding frameworks



Enhanced Cooperation (Art 20 TEU) –

a Treaty-based Flexibility Instrument
• Introduced by the Treaty of Amsterdam

• Very rigid procedural criteria:

– Min 9 Member States

– Key role for the Commission

– Need to prove that the Union cannot deliver

– Limited to what the Union can do (same legal basis)

– ….

• Never been used in practice (!) – so far used more as a 
threat in negotiations where unanimity was required



New European Energy Community –

The J. Delors/Notre Europe Proposal
• Conclusion of a new Energy Treaty (fuel and network based) 

alongside (or within) the Union structures = a new institutional 
framework where legal basis, powers and competences are 

elaborated by the participating Member States

• Strength:

– Higher level of supranational cooperation

– No piecemeal approach

– Provides the possibility to start with only a number of willing 
MSs, others can join in later (opt in/opt out)   → also a time 

aspect

– Comprehensive regulation of all relevant areas might 
provide for coherence/consistency/effectiveness



New European Energy Community –

The J. Delors/Notre Europe Proposal
• Weaknesses: “Treaty-based” solution is the strongest legal 

tool - even though the most difficult 

– Political difficulties between ‘in’ and ‘out’ countries

– Relation/ use of European institutions – eg lending of the EU organs 
to the new energy community? 

– Conflicts with new legislation + EU acquis (energy fields that are 
already covered by numerous EU legislative rules) – principle of 
‘supremacy’

– Requires amendment of Lisbon Treaty or very complex revamping of
Euratom

• Current political climate may rule this option out (at least in 
the short-term) → constitutional fatigue after Lisbon



Schengen-like Agreements

• What is it?

• What is the problem?



Schengen-like Agreements

• International law agreements outside the EU framework →
possible but must comply with Union law (principle of 
supremacy)

• Ex: Schengen and Prüm (data exchange) Agreements

• Strengths:

– Member States preserve complete control over 
negotiation, implementation and enforcement

– Easy re-incorporation within the Union process

– Legal conditions less restrictive a priori than enhanced
cooperation

• What is the problem? Feasibility – a legal problem

– Criteria? – how to operationalize the supremacy principle
for projected Schengen-like agreements?



Assessment of Schengen Feasibility in the 
Context of Nuclear Cooperation and Gas

Security of Supply



Legal Feasibility: five key implementing 

principles in the jurisprudence of the ECJ
1. Does the agreement legislate in an area of exclusive EU 

competence? 

2. Does the agreement conflict substantively with the existing 
rules or the objectives of EU law in the relevant field?

3. Does the agreement interfere with the proper functioning of 
the EU institutional machinery? 

4. Does the agreement respect the general principles of EU 
law, e.g. non-discrimination on grounds of nationality? 

5. Where action at EU level is only marginally less appropriate 
than an agreement between Member States, EU action 
should be preferred (inversed subsidiarity).
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Summary: Strength & Weaknesses

of Cooperation Devices
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Conclusion

• We have few available tools to foster cooperation – but 
we need more flexible form of integration on a regional
or functional basis

• Schengen-like agreements are the right sort of low key
legal framework in certain areas

• Research Agenda: 2050 Climate targets will require a 
lot of coordination/flexibility but legal frame remains rigid
→ schengen-like agreement for climate change 
policies??

• Relevant areas to investiguate a priori: common tax
policy, integrated investment frame for RES


